Hockey Club to university: when will we be varsity?

In all senses, the Suffolk Hockey Club began once again in the fall 1974 semester. Members were able to thrill the campus with their enthusiasm for the sport, and the President of the Student Senate, Richard Varnum, announced that the hockey team would be varsity status.

The hockey team has operated as an intramural team in the past, but this year, with increased interest and funding, it has been expanded to varsity status. The team consists of 11 players, all from the high school level.

In addition, the hockey team will play against other universities in the area, such as Northeastern University and Boston College.

Curriculum Committee tries to tighten grip on Bachelor of Science degree requirements

In a continuing effort to control costs, the Curriculum Committee has tightened its grip on Bachelor of Science degree requirements. The new requirements will go into effect for students starting in the fall 1975 semester.

The new requirements include a minimum of 120 credits, with at least 60 credits in the student's major field. In addition, students must complete a minimum of 30 credits in the liberal arts core.

Fulham to meet student rep committee

In Mark Hanks, the Vice President for Student Affairs, announced that Fulham will meet with members of the student representative committee.

Fulham has been criticized by students for not having a proper representation on the Board of Trustees. The meeting will be held to discuss these issues and to come up with a solution that will benefit both the university and the students.

Journal honored 2nd year in row

The Suffolk Journal was honored for the second year in a row for its outstanding work in journalism. The award was presented by the Suffolk University Board of Trustees.

The Suffolk Journal is the student newspaper of Suffolk University and is published weekly. It covers news, events, and issues affecting the university community.
Reconstruction or renovation a question in new building

Committeeman O'Bryant explains racial discrimination in schools

Minority recruitment, tutoring, and full time advisor needed

Variety store opens later; and she is convinced that 'a jobless boy can't go anywhere' because of the variety store's proximity to where she lives.
Analysis  
SGA leadership slips in second semester

By Frank Williams

The Student Government Association appears to have been in transition and in need of new leadership, with numerous complaints over the past semester. There were frequent meetings of the SGA, but the problems were not always resolved.

President Donald Washington and Vice President Robert Black have not been able to provide a stable leadership. Several former members are concerned that the SGA is not functioning as it should.

Several members have resigned in protest, and the remaining members are now struggling to maintain the organization. The SGA is trying to address the problems, but it is not clear whether they will be successful.

Investigation Committee

A committee was formed to investigate the problems. The committee is expected to report its findings soon.

Rathskeller Committee

The Rathskeller Committee has been addressing the problems, and it is expected to submit its report soon.

Scholarship proposed

A scholarship is being proposed for students who are involved in the SGA. The scholarship will be awarded to a student who has demonstrated leadership and has contributed to the SGA's success.

The SGA is working on a plan to increase the number of members and to improve the organization.
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Cyprus best left to Cypriots says Proussis

SU counselor uses hypnosis as a therapeutic tool

Dapper O'Neil speaks out against Boston politics, press, busing
Representation Committee elects two officers

Council supports CPR program

Join the rest of the fools at the Madhatter April Fool's Day Party April 2nd.
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Breaking tradition: people turn coy for April Fools' Day

"Laughing is a part of life. It helps you to survive."

"There's a little kid in all of us, isn't there? We all like to play jokes on someone."

"Well I've got soap that turns your hands red. Not gum, or how 'bout a fake spilling glass?"

The new Eas
Making a head start to aid toward a productive future

...more for the pockets and the profits...
No varsity status forces Hockey Club to use 'ringer'
Rams fight puddles; to use MIT

In the Spotlight

IM tennis teams tell their names

Commentary

Sorry, John, we were very wrong

More accolades for Rams' Ryan, Little

INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL ROSTERS

must be in today!

Dogz old rosters on

Athletic Office in the

CRF message
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The Suffolk Sports Schedule features a variety of events during the week, including a concert and a basketball game. For more information, please contact the Sports Department.
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entertainment & arts

On June 10th, at the Bataan, Bruce Dern and Jane Fonda enjoyed the Hong Kong premier of "Coming Home.

"Coming Home" is a number of scenes and moments that are very filmic. There are emotional moments that are very moving, but the scenes don't have to be put together into one long sequence.

Music and nostalgia shine in "American Hot Wax"

"American Hot Wax" is a musical film about the lives of the radio DJ's who worked in the late 1960s.

MOVIES

In Steve McQueen (1971)

Steve McQueen is an actor who started his career in the 1950s. He played a wide range of characters, from gangsters to politicians, and even starred in a number of films that have become classics.

MOVIES

In Bob Fosse (1972)

Bob Fosse was a dancer, choreographer, and director who is best known for his work in musical theatre. He directed and choreographed the iconic film "Chinatown" in 1974, and his work on "Cabaret" in 1972 is also widely regarded as a masterpiece.

MOVIES

In John Carpenter (1977)

John Carpenter is a director and producer known for his work in the horror genre. He directed films such as "Halloween" and "The Fog." His films are known for their atmospheric music and suspenseful storytelling.

MOVIES

In Steven Spielberg (1979)

Steven Spielberg is a director and producer who is widely regarded as one of the greatest filmmakers of all time. He has directed a number of blockbuster films, including "Jaws" and "E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial."
more entertainment & arts

‘Renaldo and Clara’ presents ambiguous Dylan

MOVIES

by Faith Power

The 170-film midway point is an intriguing and controversial one which marks a major change in the content and style of the film. The change is most apparent in the way the film is used to present the characters and their relationships.

The film’s central character is a young woman, Renaldo, who is visiting Clara, her friend, in the hospital. Renaldo is aIEDeen who has been injured in a car accident and is in need of medical attention. Clara, on the other hand, is a nurse who is caring for Renaldo.

The film’s opening scene shows Renaldo and Clara walking together through the hospital. Renaldo is carried by Clara, who is walking carefully with him. The two are talking and discussing their lives. Renaldo is in pain and Clara is concerned for him.

As the film progresses, the relationship between Renaldo and Clara becomes more complex. Clara is a caring and attentive nurse who is determined to help Renaldo recover. She is also a caring friend who is there for Renaldo when he needs her.

The film’s central theme is the relationship between a young man and a woman. The film explores the themes of love, friendship, and the challenges of navigating life in the hospital. The film’s central question is: What will happen to Renaldo and Clara as they navigate this difficult time in their lives?

The film’s climax is a dramatic and感人 episode in which Renaldo and Clara are reunited. Renaldo is finally able to walk again, and Clara is overjoyed to see him.

The film’s ending is a bittersweet one. Renaldo is happy to be walking again, but he is also sad to leave the hospital. Clara is also sad to see Renaldo go, but she is happy to see him walk.

In the end, ‘Renaldo and Clara’ presents an ambiguous version of the film’s themes. The film is a touching and poignant story that explores the challenges of life in the hospital. It is a story that will resonate with many people who have experienced similar situations.
Psychics turn 'Fury' on government

MOVIES
In Rick Levent and the Kinsmans

Dorman fired from WRKO job

SUFFOLK SCRAMBLE

Dornan fired

Hadges leaves WBCN for WCOZ position

MEDIA
The next all-university meeting of the Student Committee for Increased Representation will be held Tuesday, April 4 at 1 p.m. in F-337. All members of the Suffolk community are invited to attend.